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COLOUR
YOUR
CHROME

Avery Dennison Conform Chrome and
Transparent Coloured Overlaminates
®

Striking Accents. Brilliant Finish. Immediate Impact.
Providing an impactful, mirror-like finish, Conform
Chrome films enhance the look of vehicles to
provide a truly premium result when creating
striking accents and special effects. Now with
three transparent Coloured Overlaminates (COL)
creating dazzling new color combinations.
Key Features:
>>Five popular colors available in Conform Chrome
Series to combine with three availabletransparent
Coloured Overlaminates (COL)
>>Conformability around curves and recesses
>>3 year durability and outdoor performance
>>Patented Easy Apply™ RS adhesive technology
Key Benefits:
>>Available in 1.22M x 22.8M roll size
>>Save time on installation with a repositionable, bubblefree application with long-term removability
>>The film is ideal to apply on or around existing wraps,
such as Supreme Wrapping™ Film, to create accents and
special effects
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Conform Chrome Silver
AP9190001

Conform Chrome Gold
AT8210002

Conform Chrome Blue
AT8430001

Conform Chrome Red
AY0810002

Conform Chrome Black
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Enhance Conform Chrome
for Dazzling Results
Avery Dennison innovation has created one
of the first coloured cast overlaminate for
vehicle customisation. Transparent Coloured
Overlaminates (COL) for the Conform
Chrome Series are available in three distinct
colours: orange, green and purple. These
can be combined with the existing Conform
Chrome Series colours, opening up whole
new creative possibilities. Transparent
Coloured Overlaminates add multi-layer
application flexibility to Conform Chromes
and protect from scratches and damage.

I am getting such a positive response
to the colours made possible by these
transparent green, orange and purple
overlaminates. My current project
has been a jaw dropper - a real
conversation piece that makes people
stop and look.
Eddy Speelman, ModiForce, The Netherlands,
on the green, orange and purple Transparent
Coloured Overlaminate
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The user is responsible for determining the product’s suitability for the intended application. This product should be used on a test-and-approve basis. Some countries may have laws or regulations
on the use of chrome or other mirrorlike finishes on vehicles, which may include passenger vehicles and vans. The user is responsible for determining and complying with all applicable standards.
DISCLAIMER - All Avery Dennison statements, technical information and recommendations are based on tests believed to be reliable but do not constitute a guarantee or warranty. All Avery
Dennison products are sold with the understanding that purchaser has independently determined the suitability of such products for its purposes. All Avery Dennison’s products are sold subject to
Avery Dennison’s general terms and conditions of sale, see http://terms.europe.averydennison.com
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